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ENERGY RESPONSE AND DOSE-RATE CALIBRATICJN OF A
GEIGER-MULLFR GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR

Eugene A. Plassmann, Raymond A. Pederson,
and Calvin E. Moss

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

By determining the response of a Geiger-Mtiller detector to gam-
ma rays with energies from 0.060 to 2.6 MeV, we are able to provide
source-specific calibrations for precise dose-rate measurements.

lNTRODUCTIOJ

The calibration of a commercial
gamma-ray dosimeter that uses a Gei-
ger-Muller (GM) tube as its detector
is usually accomplished by adjusting
its response relative to standard ra-
dioactive sources. The employment of
such a dosimeter is quite adequate for
routine radiation surveys. However,
to obtain more precise dose-rate meas-
urements, we have taken the GM tube
from such an instrument and, by sup-
plying it with an externally reguiated
high voltage, counted the gamrna-ray-
induced pulses with suitable scaling
and timing circuits. Until recently,
the system was calib~ated by averaging

~~~dco~’’!l}ing‘ates gttained with ~tan-Cs and Co sources that
produced known dose rates at the de-
tector position. However, we know
thcit this method is still imprecise
for sources with extended gwnm-ray
spectra because the response of the
GM tube varies significantly with
energ~ ~nd the calibration covers
only a relatively limited energy
region. Me have now improved the

method of calibration by measuring
detector response to 13 different
sources, each with an independently
verified strength, in the energy
range from 60 keV to 2.6 MeV. With
the use of computer codes, the re.
suiting response curve can be folded
into the :,pectrum of the source to be
measured. This spectrum must be
known, at least in a general way, to
obtain a new source-specific calibra-
tion for the detector. The method is
especially applicable when we must
determine dose rates for many unknown
sources that have similar spectra but
differing radiation strengths.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our GM detector, which is from an
Eberline E112B survey doslmeter,
contains a Tracerlab type 1112 tube.
We make all measurements with the
shield window closed and facing away
frow the radiation source. This de-
tector is connected (Figure 1) through
a preamplifier to a regulated high-
voltage power supply set to deliver
767 V. This voltage is centered in a
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Figure 1. Automatic data collection
system for the GM detector.

‘.atlsfactopy counting plateau for the
detector. The amplifier, discrimina-
tor, scaling, and timing modulfs allow
automatic data collection. The gain
Is set so that the largest GM pulses
are not distorted and The discrimina-
tor rl+jects all the extraneous noise
plllses. once adjusted, the settings
are not changed for subsequent meas-
tircmr?nts.

WE) h~vp ~-n~tl.”ctp~ a track that
stops the GM detector at a sequpnce
of preselected distances from the
source po~it.ion. At e?ch station,

TABLE 1.

EQIE

241Am

57C0

134Ce

203Hg

51Cr
113~n

‘Be

85Sr

‘37CS

54Mn

65Zn

6oco

228Th

Point Sourcss Used for GM
Detector Calibration

Energy Half Life
(MeV) -W_

0.060

0.122, 0.136

0.166

0.279

0.320

0.392

0.478

0.514

0.662

0.835

1.116

1.173, 1.332

2.615

432.0

0.7437

0.3756

0.1280

0.0758

o.305n

0.1459

0.1775

30.174

0.8548

0.6680

5.2719

1.9131

the observed gamma-ray pulses are re-
corded for a predetermined counting
interval and then the detector moves
to the next position.

Thirteen radioactive sources (Ta-
ble 1) were used for the calibration.
These “point” sources came with certi.
fied strezgths from the ~anufacturers.
However, for increased accuracy, we
recalibrated 12 of them with a germa-
nium detector acjainst a m~xed source
from the National Bur~au of Standards
(NBS) for which most of the gamma-ray
line strengths had uncertainties of
less than 1%. The mixed sourc con-
taine

fk
hree isotopes-- l?5Sb, 7 54Eu,

and ~ Eu--with 18 prominent gan’wna
pays spanning the energy range from
27 keV to 1.27 MeV. All of ur point
sources, except for the ~?}Th ,

covered in this span. !Since the 22 ;;
source was obtained from the National



Bureau of Standards, there was no need
to recalibrate it.

The measurements were performed In
a large experimental area specifically
designed for minimum room scatter. A
thin, false floor over a 4-m-deep
basement and low-density, nonreflect-
ing walls and ceiling made this an
ideal area for our purposes. This is
important in data analysis since we
can assume that the room-return is
constant in the vicinity of our meas-
urements. 9ecause radiation decreases
as the inverse square of the distance
frohl a point source, we can write

r2[Cr - (B + R)] = constant = S , (1)

where Cr = observed counting rote at
distance r,

B = background counting rate
(constant) ,

R = room-return counting rate
(assumed constant in the vicinity of
the measurements), and

S = specific counting rate (at
1 m if r is in meters).

By rewriting this as

Crrz n (B +R)r2 + ‘$ , (2)

one sees that a linear re,’:lcn should
br obtained when Crr2 iS plotted
against r2. The linearity of the
observed data plot Indicates the v~-
lidity of this constant room-scatter
assumption. The slope of the result-
ing line is (B + R), the sum of the
background and room-return counting
rates, and the intercept is S, the
counting rate at 1 m.

lating the specific counting rate and
the background and room-return total,
the program also makes hard-copy plots
to show the resulting fit to our as-
sumptions.

RESULTS

As a typical example of oar data-
fitting scheme, we sho~ the resulting
plots (Figures 2 and 3) of the ob-
served GM counting rates for the l’3Sn
source. This source, with a relative-
ly low strength dnd short half-l~fe,
is a good representative. output
plots for the other 12 sources gener-
ally show the same features. Data
were taken at seven source-to-detec-
tor distances, from 0.11 to 2.11 m,
Figure 2 is the least squares linear
fit to Equation 2 and shows that our
assumption of constant room-return is
valid. The error bars represent the
statistics of the counting data.
Figure 3 is a log plot of the coun-
ting rates (both observed and ccrrect-
ed for background and room-return)
versus source distarlce to show the in-
verse square relationship.
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We wrote a program for the Hewlett
Packard 9845B computer that makes a
least squares linear fit to the data
based on the observ~d counting rates
at ? sequence of distances from a
given point source. Besides calcu-

0
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Figure 2. Comt)uter plo~ of least
sqhdres linear fit for 13Sn coun-
ting data.
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Figure 3. Computer plot of inverse-

7$
1 tance-squared fit for corrected
lSn counti~g data.

A summary of the results for all
13 point sources is given in Table 2.
As can be seen from the counting data,
the strengths of some of the sources
are quite small; however, the analysis
gives satisfactory information. The
error quoted for the counting data is
the standard deviation of the product
of -ounting rate and distance squar~d,
Crr~, for the seven observed data
points for each source. This is a
measure of the systematic error for
the analysis procedure.

Also listed in Table 2 are the re-
sult !ng counting resp:~n~es, (counts/
min)/(mrem/hr), for each of the
sources based on two different flux-
to-dose-rate conversion tabulations.
The American National Standards Insti-
tute (ANSI) conversion (1977) gives
higher dose values fc: a given source
than that inferred from the work of
Dimbylow and Francis (197’J) at Har-
well, which is the basis fo]” the con-
version adopted by the L~wrence Liver-
more National Laboratory. The table
presents our results based on both of
these standards for comparison.

The GM detector response based on
the Livermore flux-to-dose-rate con-
version is pl~tted in Figure 4. The
well-known over-response of the detec-
tor to low-energy garmna rays is high-
ly evident. At very low energy, the
curve finally drops off again because
of shielding by the counter walls.
The errors given are a combination of
the accuracies of source strength cal-
ibratio~ with tne IW3S standard, the
flux-to-dose-rate conversion f’ctors,
and the systematic of GM counting
data analysis.

We intend to continue this experi-
ment by extending the response curve
above 2.6 MeV. The problem of finding
discrete gamma-ray sources at these
higher energies can probably be re-
solved with the use of a Van de Graaff
accelerator.

APPLICATION

Using the response curve of Fig-
ure 4, we can significantly improve
the prec!sion in determining dose
rates as compared with t,he older

Y$J
hod cf a c~libration based only on
Cs nnd 60c0 standard sources.

in order to accomplish this, we need
to know the energy spectrum of the
unknown radiation svurce. This can
be obtained either by an indeper]dent
measurement or by calculation. ThI?
GM response curve and the energy spec-
trum are
tain a
specific
ured, as

(R(E)> =

then folaed togeti~er to ob-
callbration factor that is
for the source being meas-
felllowso

+E)F#P&d# , (3,

where $(E) ■ the energ
{

spectrum of
the unknown source (y/cm/see),

F(E) ■ the flux- o-dcse-rate
$conversion ~mrem/hr)/(y/cm-/sec), and



“iABLE 2. Calibration Data for GM Detector

m

241Am

57C0

‘3gCe

203Hg

5’Cr

“3Sn

‘Be

‘5Sr

‘37CS

54Mn

65Zn

60co

228Th

Calibration Factor
GM Counting Dataa (counts/min)/(mre

Energy

J.!@!l. Ceunts/min

60

122,(137)

166

279

320

392

478

514

662

835

1116

1173,?332

2615

3.67

20.33

18.39

17.67

1.51

13.27

2.84

35.41

37.77

59.68

45.23

199.2

10.52

Errorb

m.

6.9

0.81

1.6

5.2

15.0

5.5

13.0

1.1

3.2

2.2

0.90

0.62

8.8

Livermore-
Basec.—

1854

2757

1813

1363

1152

1159

992.3

1162

1206

1269

1520

1579

2365

Error

XL

7.6

1.7

5.2

5.5

15.8

7.5

13.8

1.4

4.4

5.5

3.1

5.0

9.0

ANSI-
Based

1237

~250

1507

1165

970.4

972.6

864.1

1006

1090

1174

1406

1444

2269

Error

Jl)_

8.1

3.5

6.0

6.3

16.1

8.C

14.2

1.8

4.5

5.6

3.3

5.1

9.1

aDetector counting rate at 1 m from source corrected for background and

Loom re:urn.
Systematic error in fitting data.

cBased on Livermore flux-to-dose tabl~.
dBased on ANSI flux-to-dose table.

— —

R(E) u GM response curve (counts/
min)/(mrcm/hr) . WP have developed a

program for the Control Data Corpor-
ation 6600 computer to perform this
folding technique.

Two examples using the n~w proce-
dure have resulted from recent pro- ,
grmnnatic work. The spectra for these
composite sources were measured with a
bismuth-germanate (BGO) d~tect,or sys-

tem. The first source, which contains
plutonium and both enriched and de-
pleted uranium, has a spectrum (Fig-
ure 5) that peaks at low energies.
We find a calibration factor of 1362
(counts/mln)/(mrem/hr) using the GM
response curve. This Is only 2% lower
than the f tor one o

15>CS and ill
alns by averag-

ing the Co, values and
well wlthln the quoted errors of the
two calibration methods.
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Figure 5. BGO-measured spectrum of
source ~ontalnlng plutonlum and u~a-
nlum.

A much d{fferent result was Found
with the second source, which is a
c~itical configur~tion of enriched
uranium reflected with thick tungsten
and iron. The :pectrum (Figu:e 6)
shows a preponderance of garrunarays
above 1 MeV ~ontinuinq out to 10 MeV.
Since Qur GM response curve is pres-
ently only known to 2.6 MeV, we as-
sumed a constant respnn~e above tnis
energy and computed a calibration fac-
tor of 2453 (countsfmin)/(mrem/hr).
This means that if we had used the

!!!)
ibration f tor bdsed on only the
Cs and !!8Cb values we would

hav’ overestimated the dose rate from
this source by 75%.

The importance of our t)ewGM cali-
bration proc~dl~re clearly depends on
the energy spectrum of the source be-
ing measured. A:, we have shown, the
effect on the quoted results can be
very significant.
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